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ISSUE
The District’s Three-Year Capital Plan requires approval by the Board of Trustees on an annual basis
(Attachment I). The deadline for submission of the Three-Year Capital Plan 2019–2022 to Alberta
Education is April 1, 2018.
BACKGROUND
Edmonton Public Schools has realized or is in the process of completing 21 school capital projects
approved from previous Three-Year Capital Plans. This includes 13 new schools and one school addition
to serve new growth areas, as well as two replacement schools and five modernization projects to serve
mature communities. The District is currently in the design stage for three additional schools approved
from the past two Three-Year Capital Plans: a K-6 school in McConachie neighbourhood and a Grade 7-9
school in the Larkspur neighbourhood announced on March 21, 2017; and a new high school (Grade 1012) in Heritage Valley announced on November 17, 2017. A fourth funded project approved in 2014, the
Collegiate for Science and Technology in partnership with N.A.I.T. and Edmonton Catholic Schools, will
be designed upon securing a suitable site in the Blatchford neighbourhood.
Infrastructure Planning Principles Policy
In September 2013, the Board of Trustees approved the Infrastructure Planning Principles to guide
capital, facility and student accommodation planning. The principles are as follows:
1. Accountability
2. Centres for Educational Excellence
3. Environmental Stewardship
4. Equitable Access
5. Fiscal Responsibility
6. Service to Community
7. Supports for the Whole Child
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District Infrastructure Plan
The Infrastructure Planning Principles guide the District Infrastructure Plan, which is aimed at
transforming the District’s inventory of infrastructure assets to ensure high quality 21st Century Learning
Environments are available for all students. The plan identifies timelines and goals, responds to
community needs, and addresses the deferred maintenance and right sizes District space to efficiently
meet short-term and long-term needs where required. The desired outcomes of the District
Infrastructure Plan include the following:
• ensure the District has sufficient infrastructure to offer high quality learning environments,
geographically located to serve District demographics
• align District infrastructure operations to effectively support the infrastructure management plan
• support asset management plans for all buildings
• ensure sufficient space is available for partnerships and community supports
• be consistent with a sustainable transportation system designed to serve District needs
• demonstrate commitment to continuous evergreening of infrastructure needs beyond 2022
• support financial efficiencies to ensure District funds are directed to the areas that provide benefits
for the most students
District Strategic Plan 2014-2018 Priorities
The Strategic Plan sets the direction for the District, guiding initiatives from 2014 to 2018. The goals for
each of the three priorities respond to students' needs and community expectations while also laying a
strong foundation for ongoing educational and organizational success. “Priority 2 - Provide welcoming,
high quality learning and working environments” and “Goal 2 - Quality infrastructure for all” emphasize
that the quality of the District’s infrastructure provides a foundation for high quality teaching and
learning. This includes buildings and the systems that support those buildings (such as communication
and transportation networks). High quality infrastructure allows staff to work more effectively and
supports students as they learn.
Ten-Year Facilities Plan
The Ten-Year Facilities Plan 2015–2024 provides an overview of the District’s facilities and identifies
long-range facility needs. As per Alberta Education guidelines, the plan provides facility information by
sector, enrolment trends and projections, demographic data, facility condition information, current and
projected utilization rates and programming opportunities. The plan identifies future modernization and
expansion needs and informs the development of the District’s Three-Year Capital Plan.
RELATED FACTS
• The province requires a Three-Year Capital Plan be submitted annually and an up-to-date Ten-Year
Facilities Plan be available upon request.
• Based on the Infrastructure Planning Principles, the District Infrastructure Plan guides all decisions
regarding District facility infrastructure investment.
• Providing welcoming, high quality learning and working environments for all students is a District
priority.
• The District’s inventory of aging infrastructure includes $748 million in deferred maintenance across
168 schools.
• Addressing the deferred maintenance does not include the cost to repurpose or reconfigure space
to meet program needs or deliver 21st Century, high quality learning and working environments.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

School Community Renewal projects are considered in mature areas where enrolment and
utilization trends are lower and facilities are oversized and require significant infrastructure
investment.
New school construction projects are considered in growing suburban areas where the District is
challenged to provide local accommodation to students.
The District continues to face continued growth pressures in newly developing areas, and draft
projections indicate an increase of approximately 3,000 students, or over three per cent for 20182019 (seventh straight annual increase in that range).
New high school capacity needs are acute and imminent.
The District will have soon completed 21 previously announced capital projects, while only four new
projects have been announced recently and are now in the design stage.
It is difficult to prioritize new construction projects as each one listed is required to meet the
immediate and imminent future demands from new growth areas.
It is also difficult to rank new construction projects with projects for mature areas given the
collective capital needs.
This Plan provides the best tool to advocate for adequate, stable and predictable funding to ensure
quality infrastructure is assured to carry our District well into the 21st Century.

RECOMMENDATION
That the proposed capital priorities for modernizations and new construction identified in the ThreeYear Capital Plan 2019–2022 be approved.
OPTIONS
Based on the information provided in this report, the following options are considered most
appropriate:
1. Approve the Three-Year Capital Plan 2019–2022, as presented, for submission to Alberta Education.
2. Approve the Three-Year Capital Plan 2019–2022, as amended, for submission to Alberta Education.
CONSIDERATIONS and ANALYSIS
Capital Planning Methodology
The Three-Year Capital Plan 2019–2022 outlines the District’s capital priorities for the next three-year
period. It includes a breakdown of project costs required by facility, and demonstrates that the District
has evaluated its ability to deliver the requested projects during the three-year period. Once approved,
the priorities are entered into the provincial database system, including copies of Site Readiness
Checklists for new or replacement school projects included in Year 1 of the submission. Alberta
Education reviews and prioritizes the District’s school capital projects in accordance with the Alberta
School Capital Manual, March 2015 (Attachment III). Projects are prioritized using the following criteria:
health and safety, building condition, utilization rates, enrolment projections, education program
delivery and impact, site readiness, and infrastructure performance. The review will also include any
additional information provided such as regional plans or partnership opportunities. The Three-Year
Capital Plan 2019–2022 reflects investment in both mature areas and new growth areas in the District’s
capital priorities.
New Construction Considerations
All requests for new construction are located in developing neighbourhoods, with most being in the
south and west areas of the City. Schools serving in these areas are currently experiencing high
utilization rates and more students are projected to be generated from surrounding neighbourhoods.
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The proposed priorities for new construction and major additions are based on a review of all land
development plans, policies and data for the City of Edmonton, and analysis of pre-school and student
residency data in suburban areas, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

number of current students residing in an area and the number of projected students for that area
the historical pace of development and the amount of development remaining in an area
utilization of the schools that the majority of students residing in the area attend
average distance travelled by the students to their designated school
accommodation of alternative and special education programs, and partnerships
current state of development of the proposed site
new capacity represented by recently funded capital projects, not yet operational

Although the District has welcomed the opening of 14 new school constructions over the past two years,
school modernizations are also required. The District’s detailed facility condition assessments this year
have given a clear indication of the scope of work that is needed to maintain high quality learning
environments for schools in core and mature communities. The level of funding that is required to
modernize the District’s aging infrastructure is higher than what was received in previous years.
According to the City of Edmonton Annual Growth Monitoring Report (2017), from 2012 to 2016, the
number of residential units has grown quickly and in high volumes in newly developing communities.
The majority of this development is in the south. During this period, 12 developing neighbourhoods
grew by more than 1,000 residential units; all were in the south (Windermere, Walker, Laurel,
Summerside, Allard, Chappelle Area, Callaghan and Ambleside), with the exception of Rosenthal and
Secord in the west, and McConachie and Chambery in the north. In 2016, of Edmonton’s 44 developing
communities, only four were more than 75 per cent or more complete; while 15 neighbourhoods were
25 per cent or less complete. Because these neighbourhoods will near completion in various stages over
the next decade, there will be simultaneous need to provide accommodation for students from K-12. If
capital funding does not match the pace of development, existing schools that are already highly utilized
will face increased organizational and program delivery challenges as they try to accommodate these
students. In order to meet the demand for student learning spaces in these areas, students will continue
to be designated to schools with space to accommodate them. Many of these schools are aging facilities
in established or mature neighbourhoods located a significant distance away from where these students
live.
Growing enrolment in attendance area high schools led to the development of the High School
Accommodation Framework 2016-2019 (the Framework). The Framework serves to identify current and
future problems relating to student accommodation in high schools. The recommendation to adopt the
Framework 2016-2019 was approved in January 2017. A chief function of the Framework is to
complement District capital planning and inform the Three-Year Capital Plan. The Framework has two
principal priorities:
1. To effectively respond to current and future student enrolment in highly utilized high schools.
2. To repurpose space to improve efficient use of existing infrastructure in response to underutilized
space.
The funding announcement for a new high school in the Heritage Valley area has subsequently
prompted an update to the Framework.
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New construction of high schools is being requested in developing neighbourhoods to increase overall
capacity for current and future high school students. Raising spring enrolment targets, a physical
expansion, and the Optimal Enrolment Limit (OEL) setting process have maximized the number of high
school spaces this year. However, even with these additional spaces and with the proposed construction
of the Heritage Valley High School, high school space is expected to be fully utilized by 2022-2023.
The District is working with its industry partners to develop an approach to building new schools that
provides the best value for stakeholders. This approach ensures that our students get the most for the
funding received. There is significant industry interest to invest in school infrastructure at this time
which would be a benefit for the District.
Busing is generally provided to elementary students residing in neighbourhoods where there is no
neighbourhood school. Currently, the greatest pressures on these fixed route ride times exist in west
and southwest Edmonton, due to the long distances to designated schools. Edmonton Transit Service
(ETS) is the preferred means of student transportation for junior high and senior high school students.
Where ETS to the designated school is not available or does not provide an acceptable level of service,
yellow bus service will be provided. The number of yellow bus riders has increased by 4,000 students for
the five-year period 2013–2018, or approximately 40 per cent. The greatest pressures on yellow bus ride
times in the next year will likely be students in developing neighbourhoods (such as Edgemont/Keswick
and Windermere) that are designated to schools in established areas.
Modernization/Replacement Project Considerations
The Infrastructure Plan will guide the identification of priorities for future school consolidations,
modernization and replacements. Schools that are under consideration for school community renewal
studies will undergo modernization considerations upon review completion. Several factors are used to
prioritize modernization/replacement projects including the following:
• Current and projected student enrolment
• Historic and current utilization
• Building Condition Audits and Deferred Maintenance
• Building replacement costs
• Building replacement cost per student ($ per sq. meters)
• Modified Facility Condition Index
Several replacement and modernization projects in core and mature communities are requested.
Previous capital plans have included modernization projects for District schools based on the provincial
facility condition, utilization trends, and enrolment trends. For this year’s analysis, the District
conducted detailed facility condition assessments of 168 schools. These audits, along with a contextual
understanding of school sites allowed a more-detailed analysis of required modernizations to schools.
All of the modernizations that have been identified are in core or mature communities. School
modernization projects in core and mature communities will help in fulfilling this vision and providing
improved learning spaces for students living in core and mature communities. Modernization projects
will also allow the District to reduce its environmental impact and improve operational efficiencies.
Space for Students in Mature Communities
The District’s “Space for Students” consultations with community stakeholders in the Greater Lawton
and Greater Highlands areas helped the District develop a vision to give all students access to 21st
Century learning spaces, regardless of where they live.
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In March 2016, the District began an extensive consultation process with three mature community
clusters - Greater Britannia (four schools), Greater Rosslyn (seven schools) and Greater Westlawn (four
schools) - around school consolidation concepts. A preferred consolidation concept for the Westlawn
cluster was identified and approved by the Superintendent in the spring of 2017. The approved concept
will consolidate Afton, Glendale, Sherwood and Westlawn schools into a new K-3 school on the Afton
site and a new Grade 4-9 school on the Westlawn site. The Board of Trustees approved an amendment
to the Three-Year Capital Plan 2018-2021 to include this concept. The approved designs are in the
conceptual stage. Detailed design work will begin once funding is announced and a budget is confirmed.
The Board of Trustees approved use of $15 million of capital reserve to contribute to the estimated $40
million required to achieve the concept. Further consultation will take place in the Britannia and Rosslyn
clusters to reach the best plan for those communities.
In 2017, Alberta Education’s capital plan submission process included the option for a fall amendment,
to accommodate new information or funding announcements from the Province. The purpose of the
amendment was to allow the capital plan to reflect current circumstances or changes in Board priorities.
Amendments were intended to accommodate unavoidable changes that are essential for consideration
by Alberta Education following a spring submission.
The uncertainty of access to capital funding creates challenges in prioritizing projects, for both
modernization/replacement schools and new school construction. While future unfunded projects
identified in the Alberta Budget 2017 – Fiscal Plan – Capital Plan (Attachment IV) provide some
assurance for capital project funding, the timelines remain uncertain. If the attached draft Three-Year
Capital Plan 2019-2022 is approved, the unfunded projects identified in the provincial plan will need to
be amended to reflect the new District priorities. Funding for modernization projects has been
consistently below levels required to maintain high quality learning environments in all of the District’s
aging infrastructure.
Efficient management of school community renewal studies, new construction opportunities in
developing areas, growth of alternative and special education programs, and the District’s existing
resources is a complex task. To continue to provide high quality learning environments and supports for
students and community members, the District works closely with its partner organizations where
possible. A strong working relationship with partners at the City of Edmonton has contributed to the
initiatives in mature and developing communities. The District continues to look for additional
opportunities to work with agencies and organizations that support students, their families and the
broader community.
NEXT STEPS
The approved Three-Year Capital Plan 2019–2022 will be submitted to Alberta Education by April 1,
2018.
ATTACHMENTS and APPENDICES
ATTACHMENT I
Three-Year Capital Plan 2019–2022
ATTACHMENT II
Neighbourhood Classification (City of Edmonton 2017 Annual Growth Report)
ATTACHMENT III
Excerpt from Alberta School Capital Manual, March 2015
ATTACHMENT IV
Alberta Budget 2017 – Fiscal Plan – Capital Plan
SP:kk
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Three-Year Capital Plan 2019–2022
Introduction
According to Statistics Canada, Edmonton’s population grew by 120,345 residents between 2011 and
2016. This 14.82 per cent increase was the fifth highest growth rate in Canada among the top 100
municipal populations, and the largest among populations over 500,000 residents. As Alberta’s capital,
Edmonton has continued to attract new residents despite a decline in energy prices beginning in 2014.
Over the last two years, energy prices have recovered moderately and economic conditions and
employment appear to have stabilized in the capital region. However, the pace of development remains
steady and further investments in school infrastructure will be required over the next decade.
In the coming years, oil prices are expected to rise at a slower and irregular pace. While this will support
modest growth in the energy sector, Edmonton’s economy is more diversified and growth in the
professional and financial services sectors is expected to attract migrants from other regions in the
province. This will contribute to an above-average rate of population growth in comparison to other
areas in the Province. With Edmonton being Canada’s third youngest city with a population over
500,000 residents, the number of young families and school-aged children is anticipated to continue to
grow and reside over the next decade in neighbourhoods that are more family-oriented (three
bedrooms or more) and affordable.
While there has and continues to be a steady investment in infill development, residential construction
has primarily been focused in newly developing neighbourhoods in south and west Edmonton.
Investments in new school infrastructure, including the opening of 14 new public schools throughout
the City, have helped to accommodate young families and children in developing neighbourhoods. The
opening over the next three years of a senior high school in Heritage Valley, a junior high school in
Larkspur and an elementary school in McConachie will help relieve some of the pressures that existing
schools currently face in trying to accommodate enrolment growth generated from newer communities.
With the District’s commitment to the environment and providing 21st Century Learning Environments
for all students in the City regardless of where they live, it will also be necessary to invest in modernizing
aging facilities in core, mature and established neighbourhoods. These investments will be
complemented by the City’s commitment to provide a wider range of housing options through infill in
these neighbourhoods. For these reasons it is difficult to prioritize new construction projects as each
one listed is required to meet the immediate and imminent future demands from new growth areas.
It is also difficult to rank new construction projects with projects for mature areas given the collective
capital needs.
Infrastructure Planning Principles
In September 2013, the Board of Trustees approved the Infrastructure Planning Principles to guide
capital, facility and student accommodation planning. The Three-Year Capital Plan 2019–2022 is guided
by these planning principles to guide decision-making around infrastructure capital investment. The
principles are as follows:
1. Accountability: Infrastructure decisions shall be transparent, evidence based, and reflect meaningful
engagement with stakeholders.
2. Centres for Educational Excellence: Infrastructure assets shall serve as centres for educational
excellence that meet the needs of District students, as well as their families and staff, where
appropriate.
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3. Environmental Stewardship: All decisions relating to infrastructure management shall demonstrate
a commitment to environmental stewardship. Equitable Access: All students and staff shall have fair
access to safe, welcoming, high quality learning and working environments that will increase their
opportunities and decrease their vulnerabilities.
4. Fiscal Responsibility: Decisions on infrastructure shall consider long-term needs and current
realities, and reflect effective management of District resources.
5. Service to Community: District infrastructure assets are public buildings intended to serve our
students, families, and staff as well as the broader community where appropriate. Capital
investment shall consider the demographics, long-term plans, and needs of the community.
6. Supports for the Whole Child: Space shall be available to enable partnerships with shared
responsibilities in order to provide integrated services that support District students.
These principles guide the actions of the Board, the Superintendent and Administration when allocating
financial resources, creating priorities for capital funding, maintaining and building new school buildings,
acquiring land or declaring it surplus, establishing programming, exploring partnerships and creating
places for safe, caring, healthy, respectful, diverse, inclusive and equitable learning.
District Strategic Plan 2014-2018 Priorities
The Strategic Plan sets the direction for the District, guiding initiatives from 2014 to 2018. The goals for
each of the three priorities respond to students' needs and community expectations while also laying a
strong foundation for ongoing educational and organizational success. “Priority 2 - Provide welcoming,
high quality learning and working environments” and “Goal 2 - Quality infrastructure for all” emphasize
that the quality of the District’s infrastructure provides a foundation for high quality teaching and
learning. This includes buildings and the systems that support those buildings (such as communication
and transportation networks). High quality infrastructure allows staff to work more effectively and
supports students as they learn.
District Infrastructure Plan
Edmonton Public Schools has the responsibility to meet the needs of students living across the city.
There is a cost associated with operating and maintaining each square metre of District space, whether
it is used or not for educational purposes. The District continues to focus on providing the best
educational learning environments for students in all schools. The operation and maintenance of older
schools costs more per square metre. An investment into modernizing or replacing our schools is an
environmentally sustainable approach to providing high quality learning environments across the city.
The Infrastructure Planning Principles guide the District Infrastructure Plan and all infrastructure
investment strategies. The District Infrastructure Plan is aimed at transforming the District’s inventory of
infrastructure assets to ensure outstanding educational opportunities and facilities are available for all
students. It also identifies timelines and goals to provide high quality learning environments, respond to
community needs, address the deferred maintenance, and right size District space to efficiently meet
short-term and long-term needs. The desired outcomes of the District Infrastructure Plan include the
following:
• ensure the District has sufficient infrastructure to offer high quality learning environments,
geographically located to serve District demographics
• align District infrastructure operations to effectively support the infrastructure management plan
• support asset management plans for all buildings
• ensure sufficient space is available for partnerships and community supports
• be consistent with a sustainable transportation system designed to serve District needs
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•
•

demonstrate commitment to continuous evergreening of infrastructure needs beyond 2022
support financial efficiencies to ensure District funds are directed to the areas that provide benefits
for the most students

Consistent application of the Infrastructure Planning Principles, through the development of the District
Infrastructure Plan and its implementation through the Three-Year Capital Plan and Ten-Year Facilities
Plan, is expected to build the confidence and trust of stakeholders in the District’s infrastructure
planning and management. Government stakeholders and the public will see that the District’s
infrastructure is effectively supporting optimum learning opportunities and supports for students, is
responding to community needs and is enabling the realization of the District’s vision and mission. The
District will create opportunities for ongoing engagement with partners, community members, the City
of Edmonton and provincial ministries to implement the District Infrastructure Plan. Four principle areas
will be addressed within the District Infrastructure Plan framework: 21st Century Learning Environments
for teaching and learning; Community/Partner Space; Procurement; and Environmental Sustainability &
Energy Management.
Environmental Stewardship
As a responsible organization within a changing global environment, Edmonton Public Schools
recognizes that environmental sustainability and energy management are areas of focus. The District
recognizes that minimizing environmental impacts will act to enhance its operational efficiency, and has
or is about to embark on several initiatives to reduce its carbon footprint.
Since 2012, various environmental planning documents have been in place to support and advance the
District’s 2010 Environmental Policy. Through the EnviroMatters Office within the Infrastructure
Department, the District Energy and Environment Strategy provides programming opportunities for
students, leads District environmental initiatives, and guides facility design efforts that promote energy
efficiency and sustainability.
In terms of Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), certified District schools provide a
healthier learning and working environment through use of natural light and improved air quality, in
addition to being more energy-efficient and more cost effective to operate. Edmonton Public Schools
has nine schools that received LEED Gold designations and four schools with LEED Silver designations. All
new District schools are built to achieve a minimum of LEED Silver certification. Schools opened in 2016
and 2017 are awaiting their certification through the Canadian Green Building Council and will be
receiving their LEED plaques over the next few months.
An Energy Performance Contract with Ameresco Canada was completed as of fall 2017 for 30 school
buildings with a project value of $16 million. This resulted in significant and important infrastructure
upgrades while reducing energy and water consumption, and will be paid for via energy and
maintenance savings in less than 20 years. A second project was contracted with Ameresco Canada for
13 schools at a value of $7.8 million and is now substantially complete. A third project is underway and
is expected to be fully implemented by fall 2019. This includes $11 million in infrastructure and energy
efficient upgrades at 21 schools and is currently 15 per cent complete.
The District has identified the need to calculate and monitor its carbon footprint so that strategies can
be put in place to manage and reduce it. Edmonton Public Schools’ EnviroMatters Office has partnered
with EcoAmmo Sustainable Consulting to perform quarterly carbon and sustainability reporting to
increase the accuracy and reliability of our environmental footprint data. In March 2018, the District will
receive its first verified annual carbon footprint report, combining all the 2017 quarterly data into one
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comprehensive document. Moving forward, environmental trends can inform new school construction
and modernization designs based on the District's specific sustainability needs and areas for
improvement.
On February 20, 2018, the District introduced a proposed District Solar Strategy. It is aimed at aligning
District practice with the Government of Alberta’s “30 by ‘30”initiative to have 30 per cent of the
province’s electrical energy needs generated from renewable sources by 2030. Recently, six individual
school construction and modernization projects received a separate grant of $750,000 in order to fund
the design and installation of solar panel arrays during construction. The District’s annual electrical
utility costs are approximately $8 million. Full implementation of the District solar strategy is projected
to reduce electrical utility costs by approximately 40 per cent. A strategic solar installation program
would allow the District to be more intentional and efficient in the design and installation of solar panel
arrays on schools. Embedded in the Government of Alberta’s 2017-2020 provincial budget is a total of
approximately $5.4 billion in support for the Climate Leadership Plan, with over $1.8 billion identified in
support for ‘green infrastructure’ and projects related to energy efficiency. Access to a portion of these
funds would be instrumental in a successful District Solar Strategy if approved. The Government of
Canada’s EcoAction Community Funding Program grants could also be applied for. This Federal grant is
intended to support:
”new projects that engage Canadians and clearly demonstrate measurable, positive environmental
results related to clean water or climate change. Priority will be given to proposals that achieve one
of the following environmental results:
1. Clean water: Canadians contribute to coastal and fresh water quality and conservation
2. Climate change:
o mitigation: Canadians contribute to reduced emissions
o adaptation: Canadians adapt to current and future climate change impacts.”
In the spring of 2018, Edmonton Public Schools will formally release its first comprehensive Energy and
Environment Strategy. The document summarizes current initiatives and will help guide our District's
sustainability efforts over the next few years. The strategy is a benchmarking tool to track and report on
the District’s sustainable performance and will be reviewed every four years by the Infrastructure
department and EnviroMatters Office. Consultations with external agencies will be ongoing to monitor
goals, timelines and key performance measures, and track the success of the strategy.
Ten-Year Facilities Plan
The Ten-Year Facilities Plan 2015–2024 provides an overview of the District’s facilities and identifies
long-range facility needs. As per Alberta Education guidelines, the plan provides facility information by
sector, enrolment trends and projections, demographic data, facility condition information, current and
projected utilization rates and programming opportunities. The plan identifies future modernization and
expansion needs, and informs the development of the District’s Three-Year Capital Plan.
The Three-Year Capital Plan 2019–2022
The proposed Three-Year Capital Plan identifies the District’s capital priorities for two project types:
modernizations and new school construction/major additions. In accordance with provincial direction,
the overall priorities for these two categories must be submitted as one aggregated list. A separate list
for each of the categories is included to provide clarity of priorities within each category. It is important
to note that capital priorities may not be carried forward from one year to the next. The priorities
indicated in the Three-Year Capital Plan 2019–2022 are based on a review of all current data, with no
consideration given to rankings indicated in previous years. It is difficult to prioritize new construction
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projects as each one listed is required to meet the immediate and imminent future demands from new
growth areas.
While no specific partnership project is referenced in the Capital Plan, the District places a high priority
on providing space for a number of wrap-around services to support children and families. These
tenants and partners provide a broad range of supports and services fostering student success and
achievement.
Growth and New Development
According to the City of Edmonton Annual Growth Monitoring Report (2017), from 2011 to 2016,
Edmonton’s population grew from 812,201 to 932,546. This is an increase of over 120,000 people in five
years. Edmonton remains the fastest growing major city in Canada. If this pace of population growth
continues, the Capital Region Board anticipates that the Edmonton region will require a minimum of
150,000 new housing units by 2040.
Although housing starts in the Capital Region decreased significantly from 2015 to 2016 (by 41.1 per
cent), the City of Edmonton was responsible for 72 per cent of all housing starts. Even with the
significant decrease in housing starts in the City overall, southwest and southeast Edmonton continue to
face significant growth pressures, as these regions were responsible for 68.4 per cent of the low-density
lot absorptions in 2016. As typical neighbourhood life cycle processes indicate, new development of
vacant lands in the southwest and southeast areas will continue to attract young families with young
children over the coming years and capital projects will need to be able to accommodate this growth.
These newly developed neighbourhoods will typically see a decline or stabilization in population, as
students graduate high school and decide to move to more affordable neighbourhoods in newly
developing areas. Although a neighbourhood’s ability to maintain a stable population over the course of
its life cycle can depend on a variety of variables (including economic and social conditions, and whether
the neighbourhood experiences redevelopment, residential intensification, or revitalization), schoolaged population generally has a strong correlation with the affordability and the availability of three or
more bedroom housing units available. Established and developing neighbourhoods (Attachment II)
have a greater proportion of three bedroom or more housing units than core and mature
neighbourhoods.
From 2012 to 2016, the number of residential units has grown quickly and in high volumes in newly
developing communities. The majority of this development is in the south. During this period, 12
developing neighbourhoods grew by more than 1,000 residential units; all were in the south
(Windermere, Walker, Laurel, Summerside, Allard, Chappelle Area, Callaghan and Ambleside), with the
exception of Rosenthal and Secord in the west, and McConachie and Chambery in the north. In 2016, of
Edmonton’s 44 developing communities, only four were more than 75 per cent or more complete; while
15 neighbourhoods were 25 per cent or less complete. Because these neighbourhoods will near
completion in various stages over the next decade, there will be simultaneous need to provide
accommodation for students from K-12. If capital funding does not match the pace of development,
existing schools that are already highly utilized will face increased organizational and program delivery
challenges as they try to accommodate these students. In order to meet the demand for student
learning spaces in these areas, students will continue to be designated to schools with space to
accommodate them. Many of these schools are aging facilities in established or mature neighbourhoods
located a significant distance away from where these students live.
Intensification in the form of infill housing in core and mature neighbourhoods is a strategy that the City
has attempted to use to increase the population in core and mature communities. The City has set a
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target of creating 25 per cent infill units within core and mature communities. However, to increase
student generation in these neighbourhoods, infill housing will need to provide more affordable and
family-oriented (three or more bedroom) units. An increase in student population in core and
developing neighbourhoods would complement capital investments in school replacement and
modernization projects.
Busing is generally provided to elementary students residing in neighbourhoods where there is no
neighbourhood school. Currently, the greatest pressures on these fixed route ride times exist in west
and southwest Edmonton due to the long distances to designated schools. Edmonton Transit Service
(ETS) is the preferred means of student transportation for junior high and senior high school students.
Where ETS to the designated school is not available or does not provide an acceptable level of service,
yellow bus service will be provided. The number of yellow bus riders has increased by 4,000 students for
the five-year period 2013–2018, or approximately 40 per cent. The greatest pressures on yellow bus ride
times in the next year will likely be students in developing neighbourhoods (such as Edgemont and
Windermere) that are designated to schools in established areas.
Previously Approved New Construction Projects
Between 2002 and 2008, no new school buildings were opened in the District despite the significant
amount of student population growth in new suburban areas during this time. Lillian Osborne School
opened in 2009, and the Alberta Schools Alternative Procurement (ASAP) Phase I and Phase II schools
were funded in 2007 and 2008. In June 2007, the Government of Alberta announced funding for six
schools that opened in 2010 as part of ASAP I: A. Blair McPherson, Elizabeth Finch, Esther Starkman,
Florence Hallock, Dr. Donald Massey and Johnny Bright schools. An additional three schools were
announced in 2008 that opened in 2012 as part of ASAP II: Bessie Nichols School, Michael Strembitsky
School, and a new replacement building for Major-General Griesbach School.
A joint collaboration between the District, Edmonton Catholic School District (ECSD) and the Northern
Alberta Institute of Technology in the Blatchford neighbourhood has resulted in project confirmation,
including a commitment for provincial funding. This project, the Collegiate for Science and Technology,
was announced in 2014 and it will support the growth and success of students through high school
completion and beyond by utilizing partnership opportunities to offer students alternative educational
programming. The City of Edmonton is in the process of identifying a suitable location for the Collegiate.
Ongoing engineering studies will help inform possible locations within the next year. The Collegiate is
planned to accommodate 2,400 students between both school districts (1,600 Edmonton Public Schools
students, 800 Edmonton Catholic Schools students). This school will be an example of a unique
partnership opportunity and all partners remain committed to seeing the project to completion. The
project will proceed upon confirmation of availability of a suitable site in Blatchford.
Suburban growth within the City of Edmonton accounts for the majority of the residential growth. This
has resulted in a significant rise in student population in new suburban areas. Over the course of 2014
and 2015, the province announced funding for 14 new construction projects and a 600 capacity addition
to Lillian Osborne School. Three of these projects opened in 2016: Dr. Margaret-Ann Armour, Nellie
Carlson and Roberta MacAdams schools. Eleven new schools opened in the 2017–2018 school year:
Constable Daniel Woodall, David Thomas King, Dr. Lila Fahlman, Donald R. Getty, Hilwie Hamdon, Ivor
Dent, Jan Reimer, Kim Hung, Michael Phair, Shauna May Seneca, and Svend Hansen schools. These
projects were all based on priorities outlined in the Three-Year Capital Plan 2014–2017 and Three-Year
Capital Plan 2015–2018.
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On March 21, 2017, the Government of Alberta announced funding for two new construction capital
projects: a junior high school (7-9) located in the established neighbourhood of Larkspur and an
elementary school (K-6) located in the developing neighbourhood of McConachie. On November 17,
2017, funding was announced for a new high school (10-12) construction capital project in the
developing area of Heritage Valley. This announcement allows the District to respond to the growing
need for high school space. Although the attendance area will be set one year prior to the opening date,
Administration anticipates that these new spaces will provide relief in both the southeast and southwest
regions with the most relief coming in the southwest.
Current funded new construction project details are as follows:
Sector

Grade
Configuration

Larkspur

SE

7-9

Scheduled to open in 2020

McConachie

NC

K-6

Scheduled to open in 2020

Heritage Valley
*Collegiate for Science and
Technology

HS

10-12

Scheduled to open in 2021

HS

10-12

Opening Date TBD

Location

Project Scope

*Partnership with Edmonton Public Schools, Edmonton Catholic Schools and Northern Alberta Institute of Technology (NAIT)

The following table indicates the number of new construction projects requested versus approved
since 2010:
Three-Year
Capital Plan

Number of Projects
Funded

Number of Projects
Requested

Number of Projects Carried
Over from Previous Year

2018-2021

1

23

14

2017–2020

3

27

23

2016–2019

5*

27

18

2015–2018

4 (+6*)

27

13

2014–2017

6

18

7

2013–2016

0

7

6

2012–2015

0

6

6

2011–2014

0

7

3

2010–2013

0

3

2

*Project funded only for design. Construction funding for five of these projects was funded in 2015.

The District is working with its industry partners to develop an approach to building new schools that
provides the best value for its stakeholders. This approach ensures that our students get the most for
the funding received. There is significant industry support indicating that an investment in
infrastructure at this time would be a benefit for the District.
New School Priorities
The District has a variety of resources at its disposal to monitor and project student population
pressures. Stakeholders can have confidence that District decisions are fact based. In calculation of
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capital priorities, the District uses a weighted decision matrix, which is a useful tool for making complex
decisions, especially in cases where there are many alternatives and criteria of varying importance to be
considered.
The following criteria were used in determining new construction priorities:
• number of current students residing in an area and number of projected students for that area
• the historical pace of development and the amount of development remaining in an area
• utilization of the schools that the majority of students residing in the area attend
• average distance travelled by the students to their designated school
• accommodation of alternative and special education programs, and partnership opportunities
• current state of development of the proposed school sites
• new capacity represented by recently funded capital projects, not yet operational
These criteria take into consideration both current demand and projected future growth in the new
suburban areas that have a site available and a Neighbourhood Structure Plan (NSP) in place. An NSP is
required for development activity in a neighbourhood to begin. This document provides the land use
framework, population and density estimates and the number of housing units by type. In 2015, the City
approved four neighbourhood structure plans, three in the west and one in the southeast.
Although the new construction projects will increase the District’s capacity to accommodate students in new
neighbourhoods, the pace of residential development in suburban areas has outpaced capital funding for
constructing local accommodation. Existing schools will face organizational, capacity, and programming
challenges as they struggle to accommodate students residing in new neighbourhoods. The District’s Space
for Students initiative outlines recommendations for certain schools to manage student growth and meet the
demand for student learning spaces due to large enrolment increases. As the city continues to develop, a
growing number of schools will face enrolment pressures and similar measures will need to be taken to
ensure all students are provided with quality learning environments.
Neighbourhoods or groups of neighbourhoods are given priority if they have the population required to
sustain a school, keeping in mind that maximum capacities for schools are larger than they have been in
the past. In some cases, a neighbourhood will not be considered for new school construction if sufficient
student accommodation options exist in nearby communities.
High Schools
Growing enrolment in attendance area high schools led to the development of the High School
Accommodation Framework 2016-2019 (the Framework). The Framework serves to identify current and
future problems relating to student accommodation in high schools. The recommendation to adopt the
Framework 2016-2019 was approved in January 2017. A chief function of the Framework is to
complement District capital planning and inform the Three-Year Capital Plan.
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The Framework has two principal priorities:
1. To effectively respond to current and future student enrolment in highly utilized high schools.
2. To repurpose space to improve efficient use of existing infrastructure in response to underutilized
space.
The funding announcement for a new high school in the Heritage Valley area has subsequently
prompted an update to the Framework.
There are approximately 22,202 total spaces in attendance area high schools in the District. It is
anticipated that the new Heritage Valley high school will increase overall District attendance area high
school capacity by 1,800 spaces. This brings the future total to 24,002 spaces for attendance area high
school student accommodation. In September 2017, the number of students enrolled in the 12
attendance area high schools was 18,589 (September 30, 2017 data). Newly adjusted projected
enrolment in attendance area high schools shows that enrolment is expected to reach approximately
28,346 students in September 2025. Considering current high school spaces and the recently funded
future high school, the projected number of students will likely exceed the available space within the
District in September of 2022. Essentially, the 1,800 future spaces in Heritage Valley has moved the
critical date forward one year from what was previously expected according to the Framework. The
following chart demonstrates the District high school attendance area capacity against projected
student enrolment (January 2018 data):
Number of Students in Attendance Area High School
Programming vs Available Space
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The following graph demonstrates the future capacity needed, based on 2017–2018 projected student
enrolment data:

Required Future Attendance Area High School Capacity
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New construction of high schools are being requested in developing neighbourhoods to increase overall
capacity for current and future high school students. This year, the OEL setting process allowed the
creation of an additional 150 spaces at Harry Ainlay High School. Lillian Osborne School has added 85
spaces as part of the expansion to its physical plant. By raising its spring targets, Strathcona High School
has been able to accommodate an increased number of Grade 10 students. However, even with these
additional spaces and with the proposed construction of the Heritage Valley high school, high school
space is expected to be fully utilized by 2022-2023.
A new attendance area high school in The Meadows is proposed by the Board of Trustees as a Year 1
request on the Three-Year Capital Plan. It currently sits as the first priority on the plan. This future
school will accommodate approximately 1,800 students in Grades 10-12. A high school in The Meadows
will help relieve existing and future pressures on high schools to accommodate students in south
Edmonton. The readiness of an alternative southeast high school site in the Decoteau area presents
challenges to capital planning. The site is not yet serviced and is not expected be serviced for at least
another decade.
There has been growth in west Edmonton, as Rosenthal and Secord represent two of the City’s 12
fastest growing neighbourhoods. However, the current rate of development has been significantly
higher in south Edmonton when compared to other areas of the City. Enrolment projections and capture
rates of attendance area high school students suggest that Jasper Place High School and Ross Sheppard
High School will be able to accommodate existing and projected student growth in their attendance
areas over the next ten years. However, Administration will continue to monitor development
throughout the city and assess high school space on a yearly basis through the High School
Accommodation Framework.
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A new attendance area high school in Glenridding Heights is proposed by the Board of Trustees as a year
1 request on the Three-Year Capital Plan. It currently sits as the seventh priority on the plan. This future
school will accommodate approximately 1,600 students in Grades 10-12.
The following chart indicates the District’s proposed new construction priorities based on the
considerations listed above.
Priority
2019–2022

New Construction Project Location

Capacity

Sector

Cost
(millions)

1

The Meadows High School 10–12 – Phase I

1,800*

HS

$79

2

Chappelle East K–9

750*

SW

$28

3

Keswick K–9

950

SW

$31

4

Glenridding Heights 10–12 – Phase I

1,600

HS

$58

Year 1

Year 2
5

Edgemont K–9

950

W2

$31

6

McConachie 7–9

950

NC

$33

7

Glenridding Heights K-6

650

SW

$20

8

Rosenthal K–6

650

W2

$20

9

Hawks Ridge K–6

650

W2

$20

10

Riverview K–9

950

W2

$31

11

Glenridding Heights 7–9 – Phase II

800

SW

$28

12

Two High School Additions – Phase II

1,200

HS

$18

Year 2

* Opening Capacity
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New School Priorities
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While new construction funding will continue to be requested from the Provincial Government through
the annual submission of a capital priorities plan, the increasing need for new capacity in developing
areas will warrant exploration of alternative approaches to funding and delivering new school facilities.
This could include developer participation in new schools, or other creative funding avenues which
might be possible through discussions with provincial and municipal governments and the development
industry.
In some years, previous requests for new construction had to be removed from the following capital
plans. This was due to a decreased rate of construction in some neighbourhoods, resulting in other
areas becoming a stronger area of focus. However, as the rate of construction has remained steady in
most of the developing neighbourhoods, all of the requests for new construction from last year’s threeyear capital plan (2018-2021), are also included in the Three-Year Capital Plan 2019-2022.
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The following map shows areas that will continue to be evaluated for future new construction priorities,
but will not be included in this plan.
Urban Growth Areas
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High School Priorities
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The Impact of Infill on Student Populations in Mature Communities
The City of Edmonton, through its various infill initiatives, is actively encouraging residential
intensification in the City's core mature communities. The City has set a target of creating 25 per cent
infill units within core and mature communities. However, the Growth Monitoring Report (2017)
provides evidence that student generation is positively correlated to the presence of affordable, three
or more bedroom housing units. To see students being generated in core and mature communities, infill
housing will need to provide this housing type, as it is attractive for young families with young children.
An increase in student population in core and developing neighbourhoods would complement capital
investments in school replacement and modernization projects.
In 2016, Edmonton added 2,022 new units in mature and core neighbourhoods, which is the greatest
net unit growth in the last ten years. This is a significant increase from the 1,701 new units added in
2015. The City has committed to working with partners to ensure that the housing stock being built is
diverse (including townhouses and mid-rise multifamily housing) and is built to provide easy access to
transit. Several City-led initiatives are underway to continue revitalizing mature and core
neighbourhoods, including redevelopment of the Downtown area, West Rossdale and Blatchford.
Overall, it is projected that the population of school-age children in the City of Edmonton increased by
two per cent in 2016, with significant variation in the magnitude of population change across
neighbourhoods. In 2016 the total enrolment - on September 30 - was 95,642 students, which was a 3.6
per cent increase in enrolment from the previous year. In 2017, the total enrolment was 98,914 - a 3.3
per cent increase from the previous year.
The District currently has more space than is required within mature areas; the cost of deferred
maintenance on many of its buildings continues to increase and operational costs impact funding
available for classrooms. The Space for Students initiative will ensure that all students receive the same
standard of access to high quality teaching and learning environments.
The District recognizes that schools are important hubs for the community. Where a school building is
no longer required to provide educational programming, the District will work with the City of
Edmonton and other partners to provide community supports and amenities. Partnerships are also
intended to augment supports and services provided to the community through school facilities.
Space for Students in Mature Communities
In March 2016, the District began an extensive consultation process with three mature community
clusters - Greater Britannia (four schools), Greater Rosslyn (seven schools) and Greater Westlawn (four
schools) - around school consolidation concepts. Working committees were created in each cluster to
explore this concept with the ultimate goal of placing a community driven plan for consideration in the
Three-Year Capital Plan 2018-2021. The working committees consisted of principals, parents and
community representatives. The concepts developed through the committees were taken to the general
public in March 2017. A preferred consolidation concept for the Westlawn cluster was identified and
approved by the Superintendent in the spring of 2017. The approved concept will consolidate Afton,
Glendale, Sherwood and Westlawn schools into a new K-3 school on the Afton site and a new Grade 4-9
school on the Westlawn site. The Board of Trustees approved an amendment to the Three-Year Capital
Plan 2018-2021 to include this concept. The approved designs are in the conceptual stage. Detailed
design work will begin once funding is announced and a budget is confirmed. The Board of Trustees has
approved use of $15 million of capital reserve to contribute to the estimated $40 million required to
achieve the concept. Further consultation will take place in the Britannia and Rosslyn clusters to reach
the best plan for those communities.
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The Greater Highlands and The Greater Lawton communities underwent a similar consultative process
beginning in 2014. In the Greater Lawton area this resulted in the consolidation of three schools into a
new K-9 school. Ivor Dent School welcomed students in September 2017. In Greater Highlands, a
concept plan was approved that consolidates Highlands, Montrose and Mount Royal schools into a
newly modernized Kindergarten-Grade 9 Highlands School. This project has been funded and is in the
design phase.
The ‘Space for Students’ initiatives in the Greater Highlands and Greater Westlawn areas provided the
District opportunities to collaborate with provincial and municipal governments and partner agencies, as
well as community groups, to contribute positively to community sustainability. The two ongoing ‘Space
for Students’ initiatives in the city’s mature areas of Britannia and Rosslyn remain as capital priorities. To
reflect the ongoing work involving the District’s aging infrastructure in the mature communities, one
additional placeholder is included in the list of priorities. The placeholder is intended to accommodate
the outcomes from potential future school consolidation discussions.
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Space for Students in Mature Communities
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Modernization Projects
Over the past 27 years, the Province has provided funding to the District for modernization projects at
60 schools within the mature areas. Over $250 million has been invested in mature area schools through
Infrastructure Maintenance and Renewal (IMR), Capital Projects or other provincial capital funding
programs. The District has not historically received modernization project funding on an annual basis.
The funding for modernizing mature area schools has been consistently below the levels needed to keep
the District’s entire aging infrastructure in fair to good condition.
Three-Year
Capital Plan

Number of Projects
Funded

Number of Projects
Requested

Number of Projects Carried
Over from Previous Year

2018-2021

0

5

5

2017–2020

1

5

2

2016–2019

0

7

7

2015–2018

2

9

4

2014–2017

4

16

8

2013–2016

0

17

17

2012–2015

2

19

19

2011–2014

0

19

17

2010–2013

0

18
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Current building condition data is based on a revised provincial five-year Facility Condition Index (FCI).
The FCI is based on the deferred maintenance of the building divided by the replacement building cost,
categorized as good, fair or poor. Condition changes and ratings are reassessed annually. Buildings are
considered to be in good condition with an FCI of less than 15 per cent; fair condition with an FCI
between 15 per cent and 40 per cent; and poor condition with an FCI greater than 40 per cent.
Condition

FCI Definition

Capital Planning Initiative Definition

Good

Facilities with an FCI of less
than 15 per cent.

Adequate for intended use and expected to provide
continued service life with average maintenance.

Fair

Facilities with an FCI that is
equal to or greater than 15
per cent or equal to or less
than 40 per cent.

Ageing components are nearing the end of their life
cycle and require additional expenditures for renewal or
refurbishing.

Poor

Facilities with an FCI of
greater than 40 per cent.

Upgrading is required to comply with current codes or
standards and deterioration has reached the point
where major repairs or replacement are necessary.

The District recognizes the critical need to reinvest in its existing buildings. At 50 years, major building
components such as mechanical and electrical systems reach the end of the expected life cycle and
require replacement.
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The District believes that all students should have access to quality learning environments regardless of
the age of the building or the socio-economic status of the neighbourhood. In that regard, the IMR
program is an annual block capital grant distributed across the District, based on component-bycomponent building needs. The IMR program grant funds are separate and distinct from the annual
three-year capital planning process. IMR funds are used to prevent or address emergent building issues,
to address health and safety situations as they arise, and to address component-by-component
programs across the entire inventory of District school buildings.
Previous capital plans have included modernization projects for District schools based on the provincial
facility condition, utilization trends and enrolment trends. The provincial audits are produced by several
different assessors and are completed within a five-year interval. This year’s list of modernization
requests was developed through an analysis of the previously mentioned factors as well as additional
detailed building condition assessments for 168 District schools. These assessments are expected to
continue providing the District with a consistent approach to the building conditions from the same
point in time.
Edmonton Public Schools recognizes that minimizing environmental impacts will enhance its operational
efficiency. The District has identified the need to increase the accuracy and reliability of its
environmental footprint data so that strategies can be put in place to manage and reduce it. Having
consistent reporting will play an informative role in sustainable improvement strategies to inform new
school construction, modernization designs, and various HVAC and lighting upgrades based on the
District's specific sustainability needs.
Consultants that bring a high level of specialized engineering and project management expertise on
robust energy efficient retrofit designs and systems will continue to support the District in this work.
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Modernization projects allow the District to provide equitable access to high quality learning
environments to all students, reduce its environmental impact and improve operational efficiencies. The
following chart indicates the District’s proposed modernization priorities.
Priority
2019–2022

Modernizations/Replacements

Capacity

Sector

Cost
(millions)

Year 1
1

Delton Replacement K–6

650

C

$17

2

Spruce Avenue Replacement

450

C

$15

3

Queen Elizabeth
Modernization/Replacement

Modernization or
Replacement

HS

TBD

4

Harry Ainlay Modernization

Modernization

HS

TBD

5

McKee Modernization/Replacement

350

SC

$17

6

Westglen Modernization/Replacement

350

C

$13.5

7

Lendrum Modernization/Replacement

350

SC

$9

8

Weinlos Modernization/Replacement

350

SE

$13.5

McNally Modernization/Replacement

Modernization or
Replacement

HS

TBD

Year 2

Year 3

9

Capacity is based on 2017 enrolment and value is based on provincial replacement value.

The list of priorities that are carried over from the Capital Plan (2018-2021) include requests relating to
the Space for Students initiatives (Britannia, Rosslyn and Westlawn clusters), the Sector Review process
in 2010 (Delton and Spruce Avenue schools), and three high school modernizations. Harry Ainlay,
McNally and Queen Elizabeth schools are the only remaining attendance area high schools to not have
received a major modernization.
The recent completion of the detailed building assessment project provided a substantial amount of
additional information regarding the scope of work that is required to bring the District’s aging
infrastructure up to date. The assessment analyzed major building systems such as architectural, civil,
electrical, and mechanical. In light of this new data, additional requests have been made in the ThreeYear Capital Plan 2019-2022. The data reveals that McKee, Westglen, Lendrum, and Weinlos Schools
require the most significant investments to infrastructure. If the cost to modernize these individual
schools is 75 per cent or more of the cost to replace them, the recommendation will be to replace the
buildings instead of modernizing them. A value management study is required to verify the estimated
cost of the project and to identify the scope of the project.
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The building condition assessments will continue to be used to ensure prioritization for future
modernization projects is based on the comprehensive quantification of need, based on condition.
Schools under consideration for community renewal studies are not indicative of a future closure, or
permanent removal from future modernization consideration. The intent is to include these schools in
future school community renewal studies prior to eligibility for modernization consideration. The
Infrastructure Plan will guide the identification of priorities for future consolidation/replacement
reviews to determine which schools within these sectors should be modernized. Modernizations are
expected to extend the lifespan of a school by 40 years, before more investments in infrastructure are
required.
The map on the following page indicates the location of proposed modernization and replacement
priorities.
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Modernization and Replacement Priorities
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Aggregated Priorities
The uncertainty of access to capital funding creates challenges in prioritizing projects, for both
modernization/replacement schools and new school construction. While future projects identified in the
Alberta Budget 2017 – Fiscal Plan – Capital Plan (Attachment IV) provide some assurance for future
capital project funding, timelines remain uncertain. If the Three-Year Capital Plan 2019-2022 is
approved, then unfunded projects identified in the provincial Fiscal Plan will need to be amended to
reflect the new District priorities. Funding for modernization projects has been consistently below levels
required to maintain high quality learning environments in all of the District’s aging infrastructure.
The pace of residential development in new suburban areas continues to outpace capital funding for
construction of new schools to accommodate the increasing numbers of students. Where local schools
are not present, additional pressures are placed on the District’s existing, already highly utilized
infrastructure and transportation systems.
These challenges are intensified when blending modernization and new construction priorities, a
submission requirement by the Province. Provision of stable, predictable funding for separate categories
of priorities – ‘new’ separated from ‘mature’ (modernizations and replacement schools) - as annual
funding blocks would contribute positively to the aggregation approach and its inherent challenges.
The proposed Three-Year Capital Plan 2019–2022 reflects investment in both mature areas and new
growth areas in the District’s capital priorities. The following balance outcomes were used to aggregate
the different project types:
• balancing the new and the mature priorities by year and priority
• balancing the value of requests by year
• balancing the number of requests per year
• balancing the need for high school space with the need for K–9 space
• balancing existing versus emerging new priorities, when plans go many years without funding
The proposed aggregate list of priorities is presented in the following chart and represents a balance of
investment in both mature areas and new growth areas.
Priority
2019–2022

Aggregated Priorities

Capacity

Sector

Cost
(millions)

$79

Year 1
1

The Meadows High School 10–12 – Phase I

1,800*

HS

2

Westlawn Cluster: Concept 2
Space for Students in Mature Communities

1,150

W1

3

Chappelle East K–9

750*

SW

$28

4

Keswick K–9

950

SW

$31

5

Delton Replacement K–6

650

C

$17

6

Spruce Avenue Replacement 7-9

450

C

$15

7

Glenridding Heights 10–12 – Phase I

1,600

HS

$58

24

$25
(of $40**)

8

Queen Elizabeth Modernization/Replacement

Replacement or
Modernization

HS

TBD

950

W2

$31

900-1,150 New or
Modernization

W1

$34-37

Modernization

HS

TBD

Year 2
9

Edgemont K–9

10

Britannia Cluster: Concept to be Determined
Space for Students in Mature Communities

11

Harry Ainlay Modernization

12

McConachie 7–9

950

NC

$33

13

Glenridding Heights K–6

650

SW

$20

14

McKee Modernization/Replacement

350

SC

$13.5

15

Rosenthal K–6

650

W2

$20

16

Westglen Modernization/Replacement

350

C

$13.5

1,800-2,400
Replacement or
Modernization

C

$62-73

Year 3
17

Rosslyn Cluster: Concept to be Determined
Space for Students in Mature Communities

18

Hawks Ridge K–6

650

W2

$20

19

Lendrum Modernization/Replacement

350

SC

$9

20

Weinlos Modernization/Replacement

350

SE

$13.5

21

Riverview K–9

950

W2

$31

22

Glenridding Heights 7–9 – Phase II

800

SW

$28

23

McNally Modernization/Replacement

Replacement or
Modernization

HS

TBD

24

Two High School Additions – Phase II

1,200

HS

$18

25

Space for Students in Mature Communities
Project as determined by Infrastructure Plan

New or
modernization

TBD

TBD

* Opening Capacity
** EPSB approved contribution of $15 million from capital reserve towards the project
The criteria for both modernization and new construction projects are aligned with the provincial capital
funding criteria (Attachment III – Excerpt from Alberta School Capital Manual, March 2015). The
following map includes all projects on the aggregated list of capital priorities.
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Aggregated Capital Priorities
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